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NOT ONLY One Journey The Fellini-esque world created in WONDERS is similar to looking
through shards of colored glass - transparent more than enough to see through but sparkling
enough to be enchanted by. A novel person is usually evolving whom Suzka really wants to know.
Really great. It tells us that even in cold darkness, shafts of brilliant light can penetrate and
warm.And, in the end, while in the oft quoted range from Jane Wagner's THE SEEK OUT
INTELLIGENT Lifestyle IN THE UNIVERSE - "Reality is only a collective hunch": Dementia Memoir,
Sad But With Some Humor Suzka is a San Diego-based painter whose mom begun to slowly
decline from dementia. I actually think I’m coming down with it when I can’t recall a name in less
than 90 minutes. Awesome I haven't go through many dementia memoirs, but this is worth
every web page of it. I have known close friends with dementia, and it killed them slowly and
surely. I recommend this book because of the author's keen vision for details and her sense of
humor. In fact a lot of people have to read this because the subject material of the title is indeed
pervasive. Suzka distances herself from her self to become with Violet’s reality. Someone to read
and two to give away to people who I know have to read it. Come for Info, Stay for Fine Writing.
So her publication tracks her mother's illness through its beginnings to her death a couple of
years later. And these are just the brands of friends. It actually changed my life. I might need
some information within the reserve someday for my children, my close friends or my self. A
world of magic and love What a wonderful journey of the love and care that a daughter gives to
her mom to the finish. When role expectations unravel due to dementia, after that what? A book
like this is precious. Which means the writing is okay.The bravery here - is in revealing, not only
the pain involved with losing a parent this way but, also, the joys in sometimes entering their
new world - to journey with them. her artist's eye enables the reader to really SEE what Violet is
normally experiencing. As my entire family ages in unison I think a growing number of about our
history and our present and our future. The story told here of a girl and her mother going
through a past due in life experience the turns everything upside down and adjustments lives
gripped me from beginning to end. Acquaintances occasionally take days. Vibrant, free-spirited,
and positive. What wonders you will discover.Yolanda :) Humor with sad truth about Dementia
Very true explanation of the reality of dementia and learning to be a caregiver. And boy, are
those visuals something! Beautifully written. I loved scanning this book. Worthy Read I actually
met the writer and bought the book to share with friends and family. I started reading and
waited patiently to obtain bored with scientific factual statements about dementia. The humor,
the colour, the imagination that Suzka takes you through to a global that is outside of reality and
yet reality. It is a distinctive watch of dementia from a caring, loving child who accompanied her
mother as she made this journey. I loved reading this book Suzka explored dementia as only an
artist could. Enlightenig Great book. I purchased a copy for a pal whose husband has Alzheimers
and she discovered it extremely enlightening. her carefree days as an artist on California’s
Monterey peninsula. Profound! Miracles in Dementialand by Suzka By Carol A. Ray Goals break
apart and we seem compelled to try and craft new types. That hardly ever happened. We find
out about Suzka herself—her near Good-Friday loss of life as a kid;. She realizes that Violet’s
motherness offers vanished. The intricate paths at night curtain of shimmering color are
delicately trod by the two travelers - one who leads and one who follows - the first choice
changing every once in awhile as perform migrating birds in trip. But rather than wanting to lay a
fresh self on Violet, Suzka joins her and they explore the adventures of Dementialand
collectively. I’ve currently purchased three copies of the book. In doing this, the gifts to us are
fascinating brushstrokes of colors, light, dancing, and oddly comfy drifting. This reserve opened
my eye to the world of dementia, to understand the hidden globe within the mind of these with



dementia, also to appreciate the world they are living in. We gasp as the charismatic deMentia,
aka “Skeeter,” seduces the flattered Violet despite her ambivalent initiatives to rebuff him.
Interwoven are textured vignettes of life among the Central European immigrant groups where
in fact the vast Hawthorne Works in Cicero touched everyone.   her manic skipping among the
gravestones at Sunday picnics in the cemetery; Five Stars Heart warming & The very best books
will be the ones that change your daily life. Suzka returns to Chicago when her mom no more
can live alone.. I really like this book due to its attitude. I think differently now in what Suzka
traveled through and what I am traveling through. I arrived for information on this issue and I
stayed for a great encounter in literature. Reading it offers me the energy I have to tackle the
world and notice the colors of what otherwise might be a debilitating tragedy. Dementia can
destroy the lives of everybody involved, but in this book, Suzka gives the gift of a fresh
perspective-- accepting, open up, and daring enough to have fun. The tone of voice of the artist
results in so vividly. Suzka's voice is perfect for digging through the intricacies of her mother's
mind with like and enthusiasm; Different genres of composing that appear to be memoir
interweave with various other genres. As I browse her book, I experienced that I could in fact
observe what she was seeing and experience the withdrawal from the everyday understanding of
the "real" globe that was being replaced with an other-worldly view that leaves all of the baggage
and preconceived notions behind. I really like Suzka's outlook in lifestyle: everything becomes a
property, some sort of blank canvas--a place full of opportunities and exploration, and it's up to
us to place away our rigid preconceptions and look instead for the wonder all over. She delivers
a funny and uplifting portrait of dementia, one filled with hope and pleasure. Dementia comes
alive for us, and turns into a lover, a pal, a place we as well can enter. This is an excellent book,
one that should be read by everyone Most enlightening book I've ever read. Also romance! I
appearance at those who have dementia with a different perspective. That is a fantastic reserve,
one that ought to be read by everyone. Many thanks, Suska, for a fresh world you gave me and
all who browse this reserve. There is enough humor to take the edge off the sorrowful subject
material of the book, and it was sad when Violet (Suzka's mother) died.
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